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Chapter 0

The
Origin
of
DIGI

Creating new standards has been the spirit of DIGI
since its founding
Creating new standards

used the spring principle to develop and market the first commercial

This pioneering spirit has been handed down for more than 100 years.

Japanese spring scale, which indicated the weight of an object by simply

And this theme is our ongoing challenge.

placing it on the scale.

Resisting convention that has endured for a very long time is not easy.

At the time, he was ridiculed with comments like “who would buy such a

Without original ideas and a dauntless spirit, the conventions of the past

product?” But, eventually the market accepted his product, and people

cannot be broken through.

everywhere began to use it.

Toyoharu Teraoka, who later became the company’s first president,

This is how a new standard was created for weighing machines.

traveled to America in 1904 to study mechanical engineering at the
University of California. Being a man of strong pioneering spirit, Toyoharu

We have inherited Toyoharu’s spirit of imagination.

established his own company soon after returning to Japan, and

It has an unwavering fortitude.

developed the first Japanese calculating machine. At that time, calculating

It is a spirit that challenges the unknown with new ideas.

machines were unheard of. In spite of their inherent value, they defied the

We have continually created new standards in the past, and will continue

standards of the time and were not easily accepted. After a number of

to do so into the future.

attempts, Toyoharu decided to focus on weighing machines. At the time,
weighing machines had a mechanism that had not progressed beyond the
beam scales invented in ancient Roman times. Toyoharu was convinced
that if weighing machines were more accurate and easy to use, people
would surely appreciate their convenience. Envisioning this technological
innovation and the delight it would bring to people who needed them, he

First President:
Toyoharu Teraoka
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Teraoka automatic spring scale
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Constantly pursuing the creation of
new standards and new markets

Chapter 1

The
History
of
DIGI

The history of DIGI is one of continually creating new stan-

develop an electronic price computing scale. The debut of

and labeling machine in 1981. The convention that wrap-

dards. It is a course of developing and marketing products

this revolutionary scale, which calculated the price of the

ping and weighing/labeling are separate work was over-

that people have yet to imagine, and of creating new markets.

weighed goods and displayed it digitally, had a major

turned and the productivity of the supermarket backroom

impact on the world. This was the moment when DIGI

rapidly improved.

The Teraoka spring scale, developed by Toyoharu Teraoka in

rewrote the standard it had created 37 years earlier. In

1928, became the new standard for scales. Takeharu

1973, ‘DIGI’ price computing scales equipped with innova-

DIGI is not limited to only technological innovation of prod-

Teraoka, the eldest son of Toyoharu, resolved the problem of

tive functions, such as data processing using large-scale

uct functionality. We take different approaches to the cre-

the only weak point of the Teraoka spring scale, a tempera-

integrated circuits (LSI ) and a printer-based reporting func-

ation of new standards. One example is our “Checkout

ture error problem, using his original patented device. In

tion, entered the market. DIGI had advanced the function-

Revolution,” which was started in earnest in 2010. It has

1935, he succeeded in the mass production of scales that

ality of scales from devices that measured weight to infor-

revolutionized the flow and operation of the checkout area,

used this device, which meant the scales could now be

mation technology devices that served as business tools.

creating a new standard that satisfies the needs of both
store-owners and customers alike.

offered to households. This created a new ‘household scale’
market. Takeharu later started the Teraoka Research Center,

DIGI’s creation of new standards was not limited to scales.

which became the parent body of Teraoka Seiko, where he

In 1980, we marketed the world’s first thermal barcode

continued to pursue new standards and new markets.

printer. This overturned the existing convention that printing was only done with ink. Following this, we introduced

In 1965, DIGI became the first company in the world to

the world’s first integrated automatic weighing, wrapping,

Second President:
Takeharu Teraoka
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World’s first electronic
price computing scale

World’s first
thermal printer

World’s first integrated weighing,
wrapping and labeling machine
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A diverse business portfolio
combined with globalization

Chapter 2

The
DIGI
Business
Strategy

The keys for describing the DIGI business strategy are its busi-

Second, we give the highest priority to the workplace in the

of the 1980’s, we progressed from the stage of exporting

ness portfolio, the services surrounding it, and globalization.

services we offer, which is another strong point of our com-

products to the stage of overseas production, establishing

pany. For example, our domestic service portal in Japan pro-

production in Singapore, the UK, and China. At present, we

First, is our business portfolio. This consists of four business

vides a variety of support services, such as a help desk that

are advancing our globalization efforts, not only with over-

fields where DIGI demonstrates its competitive strength:

operates 24 hours a day/365 days a year, remote software

seas production bases, but also through localization of the

store automation, food industry, hospitality, and logistics.

setup and updates, and remote system monitoring, realizing

entire business system, such as placing management entirely

Store automation, in particular, is a core competency of DIGI;

customer satisfaction that exceeds industry expectations.

in local hands. This is an example of how one of DIGI’s

the Company has become a leading player in the business.

We have also placed a priority on offering cloud services.

strengths, our field experience, is producing results globally.

Next to store automation is DIGI’s approach to the food

DIGI led the industry in offering cloud services, starting in

DIGI is establishing a solid position not only in Japan, but

industry, targeting food manufacturers and food processing

2000 before the term “cloud services” had even come into

also overseas. A sales network covering 146 countries and

factories. Hospitality targets the restaurant business, and

general use. These services, which support enterprises by

overseas sales subsidiaries deployed in seven countries,

logistics targets a broad sector of both food- and non-

supplying ASP services via the Internet, have the proud repu-

including Germany and France, provide a powerful support

food-related industries. In other words, the technology that

tation of having achieved the highest results in our industry.

network for customers around the world.

forms DIGI’s base, cultivated by products such as scales and
POS systems, and its deployment to the four business fields

Third, there is globalization. The global deployment of DIGI

has become the foundation of DIGI’s business strategy.

started in 1971 when we started exporting. In the latter half

The ‘DIGI’ price computing scale
(marketed in 1973) is
the source of the brand name.
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TERAOKA is used in Japan. DIGI is used in all other countries.
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Chapter 3

Creating a new standard
for sustainability

Sustainability
Environmentally friendly
prepack scale printer
“DPS-5600”
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Waste weighing &
management system
"Weisys"

Reverse vending machine
“DRV-5000 series”

Pure water vending machine
“ECOA V100”
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Creating New Standards

Conveying a Vision of the Future

The DIGI/TERAOKA Group is made up of a wide range of

create new standards in the process. This is our style of

“Show gratitude! We can do it! Let’s create what others can’t!”

unrelenting communication efforts that we succeeded in

talented individuals: engineers, whose dedication to product

innovation, and practicing it is a great source of joy and

This is our corporate philosophy, which was created by Takeharu

conveying our vision and opening up a new market.

development is fueled by the image of customers thrilled by

fulfillment for us.

Teraoka, our second president, in 1935; one year after the

our products; salespeople, whose passion is inspired by

company was established. And as this philosophy states, the

The DIGI/TERAOKA Group has been taking on the challenge of

picturing a customer’s store that is revitalized with the help of

We h e a r a l o t a b o u t m a r k e t m a t u r i t y a n d e c o n o m i c

development of groundbreaking products driven by the gratitude

creating new standards since its founding in 1934. We have set

our solutions; and devoted support staff, who envisage their

stagnation, but we do not subscribe to such commentary.

we feel for our customers is in our company's DNA and has

a new goal for the medium to long term – achieving consolidated

colleagues truly enjoying their work, and strive to make that a

The tougher the market conditions, the more acutely our

been handed down since the company’s founding. However,

sales of 200 billion yen by fiscal 2034, which is the year that

reality. The work roles of these people differ, but there is one

customers need new solutions. So, we will not hesitate to

even if we think our products are innovative, we cannot consider

marks the 100th anniversary of our company’s founding. With

important characteristic that they all share: the enjoyment of

break through established market standards and create new

a product to be a market innovation unless a great number of

gratitude to our customers as our driving force, we will unite our

being innovative in their work.

ones. And when those standards become commonplace, we

customers use it and appreciate it. It is precisely because of this

entire group to strengthen our capacity for groundbreaking

will break through them again, and take up the challenge of

unforgiving reality and the difficulties in creating new markets that

innovation and our ability to convey our vision of the future.

creating the next new standard.

we continue to strive in meeting this challenge.

Through this we will reinforce our potential and presence in our

At DIGI/TERAOKA Group, our style of innovation starts from

four main business fields of retail, food industry, logistics, and

square one – re-examining our customers’ objectives from

hospitality. This is the goal that we, by all means, want to realize.

scratch. We start by listening to our customers’ concerns and

At DIGI/TERAOKA Group, we take pride in providing carefully

For example, consider the semi-self-checkout system we

objectives. At the same time, we gain deeper insight by

crafted professional solutions that faithfully match the needs

released in 2010. Although our product was revolutionary, with

visiting and lear ning about their workplace, and then

of our customers. We will continue to apply our unique style

the cashier doing the product scanning and the shopper doing

However, you cannot realize that which you cannot envision.

repeatedly rethink the objectives, sometimes strongly

of innovation to creating new solutions that exceed our

the payment, we were told by many that it would never

And that is why we are envisioning the excitement and delight

questioning underlying assumptions in the process. This is

customers’ expectations into the future.

succeed. However, our persistent efforts in conveying the

that our groundbreaking innovation can bring to our customers

message that the system could reduce shopper checkout

and then conveying this vision to them through compelling

customers are trying to achieve. By breaking through the

Chairman of the Board

waiting times by one-half and help resolve staff shortages in

communication, to make it a reality. We will continue to build on

status quo; by breaking through existing standards.

Chief Technology Architect

stores resulted in the system still being used across Japan

the trust our customers have in us and inspire confidence that

today, with countless satisfied customers and our company

DIGI will continue to create new standards into the future.

our approach for getting at the true nature of what our

Getting at the true nature of our customers’ objectives can

being hailed as the semi-self-checkout pioneer. It was our

reveal basic needs that were previously hidden. By matching

dedication to conveying this message to our customers that

these basic needs with the potential of our technologies, we

allowed us to create the new standard of semi-self-checkout.

can make a dramatic leap forward with our solutions and

Kazuharu Teraoka

President

We envisioned how our innovation could work in our
customer’s stores and the benefits it could provide and then
energetically communicated this vision to our customers. And,
we are proud to say that it was through these steady and
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Kosuke Yamamoto
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Retail

DIGI Business Fields

DIGI creates new standards for both the salesfloor and backroom.
We support your retail business with our top-of-the-line systems.

Leading our customers' businesses to success in four fields
DIGI provides a variety of products and solu-

ing reliance on paper tags and manual price

tions for more efficiency in both production

updates. With consolidated management and

areas and on the sales floor.

display of the store’s price information, you
can build brand trust as well as increase the

One of our most advanced retail solutions is

Retail

Food Industr y

efficiency of store operations.

the “CheckoutRevolution”. For retailers look-

Hospitality

ing to decrease wait-times at the checkout or

DIGI also provides solutions that increase

dealing with staffing issues, DIGI leverages

efficiency of backroom operations. The auto-

years of expertise in the retail industry to offer

matic weigh-price-labeler AW-5600 series

a variety of solutions for an enhanced shop-

began as the world’s first machine to combine

ping experience. With several variations such

the three functions of weighing, pricing, and

as full-self, semi-self, and mobile checkout,

labeling, and has since then had an over-

we provide new and enjoyable shopping

whelming response from customers all over

experiences for shoppers.

the world. In addition, Pack on Time is a sales
and production tracking system that allows

Logistics

The PC-based retail scales and point of pur-

staff to know the number of items sold and

chase pricing control system T@POP allows

number to be produced, in real time, without

operators to monitor and execute strategic

leaving the backroom. This combination of

pricing promotions conveniently. Operators

POS and backroom solutions is a perfect

can remotely update pricing on electronic

example of DIGI’s unique solution offering.

shelf labels (ESLs) from a central office, reduc-

Mobile checkout system
"DIGI Shop&Go"
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PC-based retail scale
"SM-6000"

Automatic weigh-wrap-labeler
"AW-5600 II"
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Food Industry

Logistics

DIGI offers a diverse range of equipment which is suitable for almost all food production plants.
The weighing and labelling solutions are made-to-order to perfectly match the customer’s requirements
and the environments for which they are destined.

Trusted and precise logistics solutions
that support improved productivity.

Our machines can be purchased as stand-

smooth transitions over the conveyors using

DIGI provides comprehensive solutions for a

For the manufacturing industry, we have the DC

alone systems or as fully-integrated units into

height-adjustable decks, our weigh price

wide variety of business situations, including

series precision counting scale which can instant-

existing production lines. The DIGI range of

labellers utilize advanced technology for

logistics centers and production facilities. We

ly count even the smallest parts, and the GP

industry weigh price labellers uses embedded

efficient and consistent packing.

participate from the planning stages—starting

series label printer which provides hi-speed label-

with the system architecture—to provide cus-

ing of different types of barcodes. You can con-

software on a Windows operating system.
The PC-based technology has advanced the

DIGI has been at the forefront of weigh price

tomers with strategic solutions that increase

solidate all your production, storage & retrieval,

name of DIGI as a leader in automatic and

labelling technology and can be found in

their efficiency and productivity.

and inventory data with the system IT-MatexIII.

dynamic weigh price labellers, check-

many of the world’s leading global food pro-

weighers, print and apply systems, and

cessing and distribution companies. With our

For logistics centers, the AI picking cart is a time

each label, making it the first model in the indus-

manual weigh price labellers. We also offer

comprehensive product range, dedicated

and money saving solution that automatically

try to provide complete traceability. We also have

bi-directional communications with WorldView

research and development professionals, and

calculates the quickest route around the ware-

a solution for the food production industry that

Web, which supports back office data collec-

worldwide sales and service personnel, DIGI

house in real time. Its built-in weighing function

manages expiration date and ingredient inventory

tion, remote online programming, and line

offers the perfect partnership between you

can count items and detect picking errors. With

information, which helps to prevent waste. The DI

monitoring.

and our products.

the continuous increase in packages due to the

series blending indicator also helps to minimize

exponential growth of e-commerce, we provide

human error and provide consistent quality and

We recently released our most advanced

solutions that increase efficiency and decrease

traceability for your products.

version of the weigh price labeller, the

costs, such as an automatic in-motion dimension-

HI-700HS. With fast packing speeds and

ing and weighing system that automatically reads

DIGI provides trusted and high-quality solutions

the item barcode, measures package size in three

that support the productivity of our customers.

The GP series checks and stores an image of

directions, and weighs the item simultaneously,
simply by passing it over a conveyor belt.

Automatic weigh labeler
"LI-700D"
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High speed dynamic weigh price labeler
"HI-700 HS"

Weigh labeling system
"DPS-800"

AI picking cart

Automatic in-motion dimensioning
and weighing system "SmartQbing" /
Automated sorting system
"SORTING SYSTEM"

Multi-function labeler
with label inspection function
"GP-7000α Verify"
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Corporate Overview

Hospitality
Innovative solutions for efficient store management and
customer satisfaction.

Foundation:

November 1934

Chairman:

Kazuharu Teraoka, Chairman of the Board, Chief Technology Architect

President:

Kosuke Yamamoto

No of employees: 3,750 (including subsidiaries and affiliated companies worldwide)
DIGI provides innovative solutions that

touchscreen display, you can decrease the

increase sales and profitability by improving

burden on staff and solve staffing issues

efficiency of food service and restaurant

that are common in the restaurant industry.

operations.

We also provide cashless versions of our
solutions.

Central to this is the integrated food service

Overseas offices

DIGI/TERAOKA Group companies for global operation
Teraoka Tokyo Osaki office

system, Delious, which allows for efficient

In addition, all of our POS and ticket vend-

store operations through the centralized

ing machine systems are supported by a

management of restaurant floor and kitchen,

cloud service that is top class in the indus-

as well as headquarters, data center, and

try, making it possible to operate your

call center. This solution helps to improve

stores more efficiently and at a lower cost.

profitability for restaurants. Additionally, we

These are DIGI’s new standards for the food

provide 24-hour help desk support and a

service and restaurant industry—solutions

national sales and support network to keep

we are able to provide based on our thor-

operations running smoothly.

ough understanding of the industry and its
challenges.

Teraoka Seiko Co., Ltd.
Head office
5-13-12 Kugahara, Ohta-ku, Tokyo 146-8580 Japan
TEL : +81-3-3752-2131
FAX : +81-3-3752-5510
Osaki office
2-3-13 Osaki Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 141-8566 Japan
TEL : +81-3-5496-7611
FAX : +81-3-5496-7626
http://www.digisystem.com
DIGI I’s Ltd.
31 Takahata, Maesawa-ku, Oshu-city, Iwate 029-4204 Japan
TEL : +81-197-56-2010
FAX : +81-197-56-7539
http://www.digisystem.com/jp/digi-is
DIGI Singapore Pte. Ltd.
4, Leng Kee Road, SIS Building, #06-01, Singapore 159088
TEL :+65-6861-3911
FAX :+65-6861-2242
http://www.digisystem.com/sg/
email : customer_support@sg.digi-group.com

With a full lineup of solutions such as
self-checkout systems and a self-order
ticket vending machine with a large, vertical

PT. Tropical Electronic
Panbil Industrial Estate, Jalan Ahmad Yani Lot 04, Muka Kuning
29433 Batam, Indonesia
TEL : +62-778-371-220
FAX : +62-778-371-225
DIGI Europe Ltd.
DIGI House, Rookwood Way Haverhill, Suffolk CB9 8DG,
United Kingdom
TEL : +44-1440-712175
FAX : +44-1440-712174
http://www.digisystem.com/uk/
email : sales@uk.digi-group.com

Cashless self-order ticket vending system
"DeliousLio"
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Teraoka Tokyo Head office

POS terminal
"Delious Pico"

Shanghai Teraoka Electronic Co., Ltd.
Ting Lin Industry Development Zone, Jin Shan County, Shanghai
201505 China
TEL : +86-21-57234888
FAX : +86-21-57234891
http://www.digisystem.com/cn/
email : customer_support@cn.digi-group.com

DIGI Korea Co., Ltd.
Room No. JF425-429, Misacentum Biz, 45, Jojeong-daero,
Hanam City, Gyeonggi-do, 12918 Korea
TEL : +82-(0)31-595-9935
FAX : +82-(0)31-595-9659
http://www.digisystem.com/kr/
email : Sung_Huh@kr.digi-group.com

DIGI Canada, Inc.
87 Moyal Court, Concord, Ontario L4K 4R8, Canada
TEL : +1 905 879 0833
FAX : +1 905 879 4008
http://www.digisystem.com/ca/en/
email : sales@ca.digi-group.com

DIGI System Gurgaon Pvt. Ltd.
PLOT No. 81 – A, Phase – V, Udyog Vihar, Gurgaon, Haryana –
122016 India
TEL : +91 124 4246146/47
http://www.digisystem.com/in/
email : info@digisystem.in

DIGI Deutschland GmbH
Reisertstrasse 8, 53773 Hennef, Germany
TEL : +49 2242 90104-0
FAX : +49 1805 34 44 35
http://www.digisystem.com/de/
email : info@de.digi-group.com

DIGI Italia S.r.l.
Via Achille Marabini 14, 40013 Castel Maggiore (BO), Italy
TEL : +39 0510458421
FAX : +39 0510458413
http://www.digisystem.com/it/
email : info@it.digi-group.com

DIGI France S.A.
Za Central Parc 4 Allee Du Sanglier 93421 Villepinte Cedex France
TEL : +33 1 56 48 06 06
FAX : +33 1 56 48 06 07
http://www.digisystem.com/fr/
email : helpdeskfr@fr.digi-group.com

DIGI America Inc.
76 Veronica Ave, Somerset, NJ 08873, USA
TEL : +1-732-828-3633
FAX : +1-732-828-4884
http://www.digisystem.com/us/
email : marketing@us.digi-group.com

DIGI Nederland B.V.
Smederij 6, 1185 ZR Amstelveen, Nederland
TEL : +31 (0)20-236 1300
http://www.digisystem.com/be/nl/
email : info@digieu.eu

DIGI Imsispal S.A.
Avda. de la República Argentina, s/n. Edificio Principado, Planta
2, mod. 14 C.P.: 41930 Bormujos (Sevilla), Spain
TEL : +34 954 719 018
FAX : +34 945 713 176
http://www.digisystem.com/es/
email : info@es.digi-group.com

DIGI Belgium nv
Neerland 7, B-2610 Wilrijk, Antwerp, Belgium
TEL : +32-3-325 81 01
FAX : +32-3-325 85 88
http://www.digisystem.com/be/nl/
email : info@digi.be

DIGI I's Ltd.

DIGI Singapore Pte. Ltd.
(factory in Indonesia)

Shanghai Teraoka Electronic Co., Ltd.

DIGI Europe Ltd.
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Company History
1930s

1928

1962

1934

1965

1971

1973

1978

1980

1979

1981

1984

1960s

1987

“TPR-3000” series POS
scanning system
marketed

Japan’s first spring scale
manufactured

Export of the “Hanei”
electronic price
computing scale to
France

“DIGI Mark II”, the first
load cell electronic price
computing scale with a
memory of unit price
released

“MATEX” series
automated warehouse
control system released

Teraoka participated in
first official experiment of
POS scanning systems
in Japan, with the
“BP-10” bar code printer

1993

1995

Teraoka Weigh-System
Pte. Ltd. in Singapore,
Teraoka’s first overseas
factory established

Teraoka Research
Center established

“DIGI” electronic price
computing scale
released

Automated temperature
compensating device for
scales developed
World’s first electronic
price computing scale
developed

World’s first electronic
scale with a built-in
printer developed

“DPS-1000” world’s first
scale printer with thermal
printer and word
processing technology

“AWW-2000” world’s
first weigh wrap label
system released

1980s

1998

1990s

2003

2000s

2009

2004

2011

2010s

2012

2019

Wireless electronic shelf
label marketed

DIGI Europe Ltd. in U.K.
established

Shanghai Teraoka
Electronic Co., Ltd. in
China established

Mobile checkout system
"DIGI Shop&Go"
released

“SM-5500” PC scale
marketed.

Company name changed
to Teraoka Seiko Co., Ltd.

“Pearl” weighing scale
received the Good
Design Award for the
first time in the industry
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1989

1970s

"AW-4600AT" released

“DRV-1000” reverse
vending machine
released

“AW-3600” fully
integrated automatic
weigh/wrap/label
machine with
super-stretch feature
released
World’s first scale driven
promotional price tag
“e.Label” and remote
preset device “Hi-Touch”
introduced

Linerless labeling
solution released

World’s first PC scale
connecting multi-media
“SM-700” introduced
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